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PCQ Assembly update 
 
On Tuesday night (14 December) the 2021 Assembly met for its 17th session.  
 
There were two major issues on the agenda for this meeting of the Assembly: the court-
appointed Receivers requested and were granted an extension of time for their submission 
to the Supreme Court, and the Assembly voted to remunerate our Moderator, Rev. Dr. Phil 
Strong, for the duration of his term as Moderator.  
 
Extension for the Receivers 
The Receivers had been scheduled to submit their report to the Supreme Court this week. In 
the last few days it has become clear to them that more time would be required.  
 
The legal structure of the PCQ and its congregations is complicated. The denomination was 
created at a time where organisations like it were incorporated by what’s called “Letters 
Patent,” and it’s possible we are the first Letters Patent Entity in Australia to enter 
receivership. The Receivers have asked for more time to ensure they have thoroughly 
investigated historical records around property transactions in every Presbyterian Church of 
Queensland to dot every ‘i’ and cross every ‘t’ in any legal matters that might arise from 
their report. The Receivers and their lawyers have already conducted extensive research 
into PCQ’s legal, financial, and property matters and their submissions to the court will 
involve approximately 1,500 pages. Additionally, our legal structure means that decisions on 
behalf of the corporation don’t actually sit with the Assembly, but with the Letters Patent 
Officers; i.e., the Moderator (Phil Strong), the Clerk (Stu Hoadley), and the Treasurer (Paul 
Cotton), who brought the request to the Assembly. 
 
The Receiver’s request for an extension came as a surprise to the Assembly. The Assembly 
heard a report from the Receivers and asked questions of the Letter’s Patent Officers (LPOs), 
and members of the Assembly appointed Working Group, who had met with the Receivers 
and their lawyers just prior to the Assembly. After hearing the report and answers to 
questions, the Assembly requested that the LPOs grant an extension up to the end of March 
2022.  
 
The costs involved in the receivership are significant, but the Assembly heard that the cost 
in not thoroughly preparing for the submission of these documents to the courts could far 
outweigh the cost of acting in this way now. The receivers have also suggested that this next 
stage will be less labour intensive than some of their earlier information gathering, and the 
staffing costs associated with this extension will be reduced.  
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The Receivers encouraged us to continue with !business as usual” as much as possible. 
While members of Presbyterian congregations will no doubt have a range of responses to 
this news, we have fantastic reasons to heed this advice. Whatever the Receivers conclude, 
whatever the Court decides, and whatever actions arise from those decisions, Jesus is Lord 
of his church. This is not simply a pious platitude in a moment like this, but our source of 
hope for ourselves as individuals, our church communities, and our world. !Business as 
usual""for our church communities is all about living out the truth that Jesus is Lord and 
holding that good news out to our neighbours. 
 
Conversations in the Assembly around these proceedings have been passionate. There are 
lessons being learned by many ministers and elders around the state as we commit 
ourselves to a path of repentance and a renewed focus on the “core business” of our church 
families. One passionate message delivered on the night, from one of our ministers, was a 
suggestion that while there is uncertainty in this process, we might stop setting our hearts 
on dates and decisions in the courts of this land, and instead fix our eyes on things above, 
and on the court room of heaven, and that “business as usual” involves faithfully speaking 
the Gospel to each other, and to our world; and that our task as ministers and elders in the 
church is to encourage our brothers and sisters to do likewise. That’s the commission of 
Jesus, not just the Court Appointed Receivers, and we invite members of our congregations 
to continue praying for wisdom, and an outcome that glorifies God and promotes the cause 
of the Gospel of Jesus through these proceedings. 
 
Remuneration of the Moderator 
Rev. Dr. Phil Strong has been serving as PCQ Moderator through the period leading up to 
and continuously since the Court Appointed Receivership began. The Assembly normally 
appoints a Moderator to serve for a term of one year. In 2020, the Assembly voted to 
prolong Rev. Strong’s role as Moderator due to the circumstances brought on by the 
financial situation of PresCare.  
 
Phil is an ordained minister with Living Church, Carina. Living Church had released Phil from 
a variety of local church commitments so that he might serve the denomination in his 
position as Moderator. After a two-year vacancy, Living Church has a new senior minister, 
James Snare, arriving in the new year. As planned with Living Church, in order to give James 
and the congregation the opportunity to begin this new season of church life, Phil has 
offered his resignation to Living Church and will conclude his time there at the end of 2021. 
It also seems unfair on another congregation for Phil to seek a ministry position with 
another church while undertaking the Moderator’s duties. 
 
The PCQ Code (Rule 5.8) allows for the remuneration of office bearers (i.e., Moderator, 
Clerk, and Treasurer). Due to the extraordinary circumstances of the denomination, the 
Assembly voted to employ Phil on a month-by-month basis (to be reviewed by the 
Commission of Assembly) while the receivership continues and while he continues to serve 
as Moderator. 
 
The Assembly office bearers have served PCQ through this time at great cost to themselves. 
They have sought to navigate a complex legal and financial challenge on our behalf. Many in 
the Assembly voiced their thanks for the way these men have, and continue to, willingly 
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serve through this time so we might continue the !business as usual""of proclaiming the 
good news of Jesus. 
 
We#d love to encourage you to commit the circumstances surrounding the Presbyterian 
Church of Queensland to God in prayer. Would you join us in praying for: 
 

- Churches around the state—and around the world—as we prepare to 
proclaim the astounding good news of God the Son taking on our humanity in order 
to save us, and to intercede for us in the heavenly court room, where he reigns as 
our divine and human king.  
- The Receivers and their lawyers as they prepare their submission to the 
Supreme Court. Pray that as they spend time with servants of the gospel, they might 
not just represent us in pursuit of justice, but we might represent Jesus to them.  
- Those in our church families feeling angry or anxious about the PCQ’s 
situation. Pray especially those who have invested themselves in the work of God’s 
kingdom through the Presbyterian Church of Queensland over many years, that we 
all might trust the goodness of God to work through our weakness. 
- That we might set our hearts on things above, not on earthly things. In this 
pray we’d not minimise our task to be good stewards of the gifts God has given us, 
or the financial costs associated with this situation, but above all, by the Spirit, we 
would seek his kingdom and proclaim that Jesus Christ is Lord. 

 
Yours sincerely in Christ 
 
 
 
(Rev) Andrew Purcell 
PCQ Moderator-Elect  
 


